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5.6 Service Management
User’s control of the service:

•  The client shall initiate the streaming session.

•  The user shall have the possibility to stop the streaming session after it has been invoked.

•  The user shall have the possibility to pause the streaming session after it has been invoked. E.g. if a user has
activated the streaming session and then gets a phone call, he/she shall be able to decide whether or not he/she
wants the streaming session to continue. After a pause the user can choose to resume the streaming session.

•  The PSS should be able to simultaneously handle the streaming session and conversational (circuit or packet?)
services (e.g. voice and video telephony)

•  The user shall have the possibility of jumping to another point within the media clip (i.e., random access)

•  The user should be able to search through media content whilst viewing the content.

•  If the content is available under different formats corresponding to the terminal capabilities and user preferences,
the client should have the opportunity to choose the format for which the content will be streamed.  Assuming
the user has already set the user profile and the client is aware of this.

Service Provider’s management of the service:

•  The end user should be notified if the PSS is unavailable.

•  The Streaming session should be gracefully disconnected if the client is not capable of handling the streamed
content.

•  The service provider should have the means by which a streaming session can be gracefully terminated (e.g. in a
prepay scenario when the user’s account has run out of credit)

•  The PSS should be able to support real-time quality of service metrics data from the UE.
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2 References
The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present
document.

•  References are either specific (identified by date of publication, edition number, version number, etc.) or
non-specific.

•  For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply.

•  For a non-specific reference, the latest version applies.  In the case of a reference to a 3GPP document (including
a GSM document), a non-specific reference implicitly refers to the latest version of that document in the same
Release as the present document.

[1] 3GPP TS 22.101: "Service Principles".

[2] 3GPP TS 21.133: "3G Security; Security Threats and Requirements".

[3] 3GPP TS 22.105: "Services and Service Capabilities".

[4] 3GPP TS 26.233: "Transparent End to End Packet Switched Streaming Service (PSS): General
Description".

[5] 3GPP TS 26.234: "Transparent End to End Packet Switched Streaming Service (PSS): Protocol
and Codecs".

[6] 3GPP TS 21.905: "Vocabulary for 3GPP specifications".

[7] 3GPP TS 22.115: "Charging and Billing".

[8] IETF RFC 2046: "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) part 2: media types".

[9]                        3GPP TS 22.242: “Digital Rights Management (DRM)”.

8 Digital Rights Management

There are no requirements for DRM in Release 5.

PSS shall support the 3GPP DRM mechanism (see ref [9])
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10 Service Interaction
- The PSS shall define a common file format (common to all download mechanisms) for easy service interaction

with other multimedia delivery services defined in 3GPP (e.g. MMS).

- It shall be possible for the The PSS to interact with the shall interact with MMS and other 3GPP multimedia
delivery services using standard protocols. The interfaces and protocols used between the PSS and other 3GPP
multimedia delivery services shall be standardized.

Note : Service interaction with MMS is especially important  because there are application scenarios where media
delivery via a streaming service could be replaced by media delivery via MMS and vice versa.

- The PSS shall define a server file format to provide easy interoperability between Content Creators and Service
Providers.
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5.3 Multimedia Composition and Interaction
•  The PSS shall enable the creation of multimedia services incorporating multiple media objects.

•  The PSS shall provide the capability to position and synchronise media objects on the client.

•  The PSS shall support flowing/scrolling of text or graphics in any direction.

•  The PSS shall provide the capability to specify the media attributes - text (e.g. colour, size, font, format) or
graphics (e.g. size, colour) - in relation to the timebase of other media objects. E.g. in a karaoke application
where the audio track and song lyrics are downloaded together, it should be possible to not only display the song
lyrics in time to the music but to display the lyrics in different colours to indicate to the user when to sing them

•  The PSS shall provide the capability to update media objects dynamically. E.g. substitution of news report with
a more up to date version on the content server.

•  The PSS should provide the capability to update the attributes of media objects dynamically. E.g. colour coded
pre-paid indicator to indicate credit level.

•  The PSS should provide the capability to update the multimedia composition dynamically.  E.g. the user
interacts with the application and changes a scene.

•  The PSS shall provide the capability that allows the user to navigate through or interact with the multimedia
service.   E.g. Once a user has downloaded a "tour of London" application the user has the ability to navigate
through London and see video clips or hear audio descriptions of points of interest in London.

•  The PSS shall provide the capability that allows clients of different capabilities to maximise the user experience.
E.g. if a client did not support graphic animations it could render a single image.

•  “The PSS shall support the transfer to the terminal of information on the accessed content in addition to the
filename (e.g. song title, artist).”
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5.4 Transport
•  The PSS transport shall be provided by the PS Domain.

•  Quality of Service  (e.g. time delay) requirements shall be in accordance with requirements in 22.105 (ref. 3)

•  The PSS should be able to work over different QoS bearers.

•  The PSS shall provide a mechanism whereby the client is sent a list of media encoding bit rates and the client
determines which one to use based on the network service bearers offered and the user preferences.

•  The PSS client shall be capable of requesting an appropriate level of QoS for the session.  The QoS supplied
may be limited by the local operator’s access policy and/or network functionality.

•  The PSS should provide mechanisms for streaming servers and clients to adapt to the network conditions in
order to achieve significant improvement in the quality of streaming, e.g. using information on end-to-end
transport quality from the network.

•  The PSS should provide a reliable delivery mechanism that enables the user to receive the content without any
errors due to the transport mechanism. Such mechanism should support the following features :

The rendering of  video content without any transport degradation : the content is downloaded without
any errors, it assures that the subscribers see the content that has been designed by the content creators.

The rendering of the content should start before the transfer is complete.

A broken session should be restarted efficiently without going back to the beginning : the PSS client is
able to detect what content is missing and to ask the server to send this content.

Note:  In addition to the regular PSS transport mechanism it is possible to use download transport
mechanisms in the following way:  Audiovisual data encapsulated in a file is transmitted from the server to
the client.  The user is able to play the content during the file download, giving a similar look and feel to the
regular PSS transport mechanism.
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7 Charging
PSS should support various charging mechanisms, for example, time base charging, volume based charging, event
based charging, content based charging.

It shall be possible to include the following streaming specific data, as a minimum, in the CDRs as charging
information:

- message type, length etc

- time of start of delivery

- duration

- packet loss ratio

- Streaming service sender / -recipient

- number of Streaming events sent

- number of Streaming events received.

- Media type

- Content id (the particular content stream being accessed)
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4 Entities involved in Streaming service
The figure shows the basic entities involved in the Streaming service and how they connect.

Clients initiate the service and connect to the selected content server. Content servers can generate live
content e.g. video from a concert. User profile and terminal capability data can be stored on a network
server and will be contacted at the initial set up.  User Profile will provide the Streaming service with the
user’s preferences. Terminal capabilities will be used by the Streaming service to decide whether or not the
client is capable of receiving the streamed content.

Portals are servers allowing convenient access to streamed media content. For instance, a portal might offer
content browse and search facilities. In the simplest case, it is simply a Web/WAP-page with a list of links
to streaming content. The content itself is usually stored on content servers (or content caches), which can
be located elsewhere in the network. Content Cache located at the edge of the Internet close to clients can
be used. It can enable transmission optimisation by caching content from content servers.
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